Case Study
Mountainland Head Start

Network
Confidence
and
Reliability
How Mountainland Head Start’s
Network Upgrade Allows it to Better
Serve 900 Families in Need with
Educational Services.
Pine Cove Consulting implemented a
completely updated network featuring
Ruckus wireless access points and a
Sophos firewall.

The Client
With 13 different Utah-based locations, Mountainland
Head Start promotes school readiness for nearly
900 students in Utah, Juab, and Wasatch county.
Mountainland Head Start and its 200 staff members
provide educational services for families in need. IT
Lead and Data Manager Aaron Perkins is tasked with
managing the IT for the staff and students.
Mountainland Head Start’s network was plagued with
outdated technology. Prior to the upgrade, Aaron
and his team felt disconnected. They weren’t sure
the network was set up correctly and felt the overall
system was “clunky.” Network speeds were slow and
troubleshooting was difficult. Pine Cove Consulting
and Mountainland Head Start would change this by
implementing reliable and fast network technology.

“The difference is night and day.
Beforehand, the network was clunky
and slow. Now, our network speeds
have increased and our technology is
much more reliable.”

Overview
Challenges
As a non-profit, Mountainland Head Start have
to operate on a lean IT budget. The budget
has to be stretched. Servicing the 13 different
locations is a challenge too. Ensuring that
each of those locations have a reliable and
stable network and the devices have upgraded
hardware and software, is difficult. With only
two IT dedicated staff members, it is difficult
for Aaron and his coworker to juggle these
responsibilities.
Prior to this project, Mountainland Head Start
had outdated technology that included its
firewall and overall network infrastructure.

Process
Aaron and the team at Mountainland Head
Start began evaluating options as they looked
for a new and improved network. After talking
with Pine Cove, Aaron was introduced to
Ruckus Wireless and Sophos Security. Aaron
evaluated that software/hardware and came
to the conclusion that the combination of
Ruckus wireless access points and switching
with a new Sophos firewall would allow
the organization to meet current network
demands and be ready for future growth.

Solution
Pine Cove Consulting sent its project team
to Mountainland Head Start to assist with the
install of the hardware and train the staff on
how to manage the products. Aaron now has
full confidence in the network solution and
appreciates the Pine Cove team for setting the
organization up for complete reliability.
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Mountainland Head Start

The Story

Firewall

Aaron Perkins started working with Pine Cove
Consulting as he searced for a partner to
help with a complete network overhaul. Pine
Cove was able to help Mountainland Head
Start implement new products that would
increase reliability and connectivity for the
900 students and 200 staff members across
Utah, Juab, and Wastach counties. Solutions
implemented by Pine Cove included:

“Pine Cove exceeded
all expectations. I
was nervous for the
project. Pine Cove’s
team made me feel
confident and the
results have been
great.”
Aaron Perkins, IT Lead and Data Manager
Mountainland Head Start

Q&A
1

Wireless Access Points

Switches

Support Services

A: I would tell them that, truthfully, Pine Cove exceeded
all our expectations. Really, when we we first started out
this project, both me and my coworker were nervous.
We expected the complexity of our network to be
difficult for Pine Cove. There were a few curveballs but
Pine Cove’s team was very knowledgeable and helped
us not only get the new network setup and running, but
also trained us and left us feeling confident.
The biggest thing for us was the confidence shift in
our network. The Pine Cove team didn’t just install
the products and leave, they worked with me and my
coworker to train us how to use the products. They were
clear and simple and we were blown away.

with Aaron

Q: How is your upgraded technology
compare to what you had before?

A: Oh, man, it’s it’s night and day. Before the upgrade, my
coworker and I didn’t have a full picture of the network.
It was clunky and slow. Now we are really confident in
our network and the Ruckus and Sophos products are
effective, easy to troubleshoot, and intuitive. Our network
is faster and we haven’t had any problems.
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Q: What has been your experience with
Pine Cove’s project team?

A: The support we received from Pine Cove’s project
team was the biggest benefit of the whole project.
With so many locations and a unique network setup,
we needed support from network experts. Pine Cove’s
team helped us through all of our problems and left us
confident that we could manage the network.
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Q: What would you say to someone
thinking about working with Pine Cove?
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About Us

We are dedicated to providing
our clients the very best that
technology has to offer. We
personalize our services
for each individual client by
completing a comprehensive
assessment.

Our Process

Our Solutions

Assess Current Technology
Identify Improvements
Review Technology Possibilities
Implement Personalized Solution

Technical Background
30,056 Cyber-Attacks Stopped Daily
20,103 Users Currently Supported
2,527 WAPs Installed
2,008 Server Installs/Configs
35 Technical Certifications
27 Years of Experience

Cyber-Security

Communication

Infrastructure

Where We Work
We work with businesses, government agencies, and
educational institutions across the rocky mountain
region. We have employees stationed across the
region ready to assess and address your technological
needs.
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